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- GEOMETRIA IN GREC FESTIVAL 

“A circle, a square and a triangle are the three basic figures of the variable geometry that the dance 

movement transforms into dynamic and fleeting images, amplified with 3D video projections and public 

interaction.  

A visual experience to enjoy a fundamental principle present everywhere: original music and choreography, 

which evolve to the organic essence of the fo

Linear and circular structures that create the vertices where the arts converge: the imaginary and fantasy of 

images where the dancers generate all the predetermined variations

Sabadell 

 

 

• 8 and 9 July, at 7 p.m., at Sala

 

- PINOCCHIO IN CRUÏLLA XXS

An innovative and visually reliable show; this piece is inspired by the novel written by Carlo Collodi two 

centuries ago. 

For an hour, the mythical character comes to life thanks to the creative love of his father, the famous 

Geppetto. The latter builds Pinocchio with cans, newspapers and other recycled materials.

Jiminy Cricket, in its virtual appearances, as always symbolizes the consci

Pinocchio against his temptations. 

Tangled in situations renovated from the classic tale, Pinocchio moves through an animated mutant scenery 

enveloping the viewer in a fantasy world full of references, feelings and emotions.

 

 

• 12 July, at 7.30 p.m. , at Teatre Victòria. 

 

 
 

PERFORMANCES OF ROSELAND MUSICAL IN JULY
 
 

               PINOCCHIO 

FESTIVAL 2020 

A circle, a square and a triangle are the three basic figures of the variable geometry that the dance 

transforms into dynamic and fleeting images, amplified with 3D video projections and public 

A visual experience to enjoy a fundamental principle present everywhere: original music and choreography, 

which evolve to the organic essence of the form. 

Linear and circular structures that create the vertices where the arts converge: the imaginary and fantasy of 

images where the dancers generate all the predetermined variations”. Jordi Sora 

Sala Ovidi Motllor - Mercat de les Flors. Festival GREC 2020

 FESTIVAL 

An innovative and visually reliable show; this piece is inspired by the novel written by Carlo Collodi two 

the mythical character comes to life thanks to the creative love of his father, the famous 

Geppetto. The latter builds Pinocchio with cans, newspapers and other recycled materials.

Jiminy Cricket, in its virtual appearances, as always symbolizes the consciousness that wants to prevent 

Tangled in situations renovated from the classic tale, Pinocchio moves through an animated mutant scenery 

enveloping the viewer in a fantasy world full of references, feelings and emotions.

Teatre Victòria. Festival Cruïlla XXS 

 

JULY 

PINOCCHIO  

A circle, a square and a triangle are the three basic figures of the variable geometry that the dance 

transforms into dynamic and fleeting images, amplified with 3D video projections and public 

A visual experience to enjoy a fundamental principle present everywhere: original music and choreography, 

Linear and circular structures that create the vertices where the arts converge: the imaginary and fantasy of 

Jordi Sora -Recomana- / LaSala. 

Festival GREC 2020 

An innovative and visually reliable show; this piece is inspired by the novel written by Carlo Collodi two 

the mythical character comes to life thanks to the creative love of his father, the famous 

Geppetto. The latter builds Pinocchio with cans, newspapers and other recycled materials. 

ousness that wants to prevent 

Tangled in situations renovated from the classic tale, Pinocchio moves through an animated mutant scenery 

enveloping the viewer in a fantasy world full of references, feelings and emotions. 


